BitTorrent (BT) is one of the most successful and effective mechanisms for distributing large volumes of content over the Internet. One of the primary reasons behind its success is its robustness to 'free-riding', in which peers manage to get a good download rate in spite of not uploading the content to others. It works well even in flashcrowd scenarios. In fact, more the crowd better is its performance. Although BT was primarily designed for distributing time-insensitive content, in this paper we study the modifications that could be performed in BT algorithms to support streaming. Video-on-demand (VoD) has become an immensely popular Internet service in recent years. But due to its high bandwidth requirements and popularity, it is also a costly service to provide. In this paper we consider the design and potential benefits of using BT for video streaming. Various BT-like video streaming systems have been reviewed and suggestions have been made for improving their performance.
INTRODUCTION
BitTorrent is a peer-to-peer (p2p) file-sharing protocol designed by Bram Cohen in 2001 [1, 2, 3] . BT like other p2p architectures relies on the upload bandwidth of the peers rather than concentrating the load of distributing the content on a central server. One of the problems with majority of p2p architectures is that users leave the system once their download is complete and hence there is no guarantee on the availability of content. BT solves this problem by dividing the content logically into pieces. Thus downloading peers at the same time contribute their upload bandwidth via exchange of pieces they already have. In order to foster content replication, downloading pieces of the file(s) in the rarest first order has been proved to be a good strategy [4] . Using rarest first piece selection strategy prevents disappearance of rare pieces from the swarm. It also ensures high diversity of the pieces amongst the peers. BT also penalizes free-riders, and ensures fairness i.e. only deserving peers who provide a good upload rate get a good download rate. It uses choke algorithm as its peer selection strategy to ensure fairness [4] . Choke algorithm allows peers to upload to other peers on a tit-for-tat basis and thus guarantees a reasonable level of upload and download reciprocation. The main drawback behind a pure serverbased approach is that the streaming server has to satisfy each of its client's requests independently, which increases the cost of distribution. Also centralized systems are scalable only up to a limit and may fail in flash-crowd scenarios. On the other hand, P2P systems have advantages in dynamically provisioning resources since each requesting peer also becomes a provider. However due to the asymmetric nature of current internet connections, it is not possible to completely rely on upload bandwidth of BitTorrent peers for streaming. Also BT was designed to support distribution of time insensitive content, and not Video Streaming.
In this paper we review various BT based VoD systems that utilize the upload bandwidth of BT peers in distributing the video content and also ensure that data arrives in or before playback time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we examine the working of BitTorrent protocol and its peer-selection and piece-selection algorithms. In Section 3, we discuss the drawbacks associated with BT w.r.t. streaming. In Section 4, we present other related work. In Section 5, we propose our own BT based VoD solution and analyze various parameters that are crucial to the performance of the system. Finally the paper is concluded in Section 6 along with the future work.
BITTORRENT
BitTorrent achieves distribution of large content by utilizing the upload bandwidth of the downloading peers. A typical BT architecture is shown in Fig 1. The publisher interested in distributing the content creates a .torrent file (a static metainfo of the content) and hosts it on a Web Server. The content is treated as identically sized pieces (typically 32KB-256KB in size). Peers transfer these pieces to one another. The torrent file contains various information such as the trackers hosting the torrent, a 20-byte SHA1 that uniquely identifies the torrent, the number of pieces that the content is divided into, the piece size, SHA1 of each piece (which is used for integrity check after download completion of every piece) and a list of file(s) which will be downloaded, etc. The interested users download the .torrent file from the Web. Users then use a BT client to process the torrent file to download the content from the Internet. The client is any software which manages torrent uploads and downloads on behalf of the users. After processing the torrent file, the client contacts the tracker to receive a list of peers currently transferring pieces of the file(s) specified in the torrent. The only centralized component in the entire architecture is the tracker. It is the tracker's responsibility for updating the peers about the arrival of new peers in the swarm. It also keeps upload/download statistics of each peer. The client contacts tracker at regular intervals to remain updated about the arrival of new peers. BT distinguishes peers into two categories, seeds and leechers. Seeds are peers that already have the entire content and leechers are peers that are downloading the content. As soon as a leecher has downloaded the entire content, it becomes a seed. All peers including seeds involved in the sharing of the content are together called as swarm. When content is newly uploaded the swarm contains only the initial seeder, the client connects directly to it and begins to request pieces. As peers enter the swarm, they begin to trade pieces with one another, instead of downloading directly from the seeder.
Clients incorporate mechanisms to optimize their download and upload rates. The strength of BT lies in its ability to resist free-riding, in which selfish peers choose only to download the file without uploading. BT uses a choke algorithm, a peer selection mechanism, where each peer chooses to upload to the neighboring peer, only if the neighboring peer provides it with a good upload. If the neighboring peer behaves selfishly, the choking mechanism is invoked and the peer stops uploading to its neighboring peer [4] . The choking mechanism, however, does not favor new peers which have just joined the swarm, as they will be choked all the time since they do not have any pieces to upload to others. To solve this problem, BT includes a mechanism of optimistic unchoking, in which peers unchoke interested peers at random at regular intervals. This optimistic unchoking helps in evaluating the download capacity of new peers in the peer set, and it allows bootstrapping new peers that do not have any piece to share by giving them their first piece.
Another vital mechanism of BT is its piece Selection mechanism. A peer is said to be interested in another peer, if the other peer has pieces which it does not have. The default piece selection strategy BT uses is the rarest first mechanism in which peers always select to download the rarest pieces from the swarm. This provides fast replication of the rarest pieces and ensures that the rare pieces won't become easily extinct [4] . The rarest first mechanism also boosts the popularity of the peer within the swarm, as the peer becomes a source for rare pieces which is in demand in the swarm. The peer uploads these rare pieces to the peers requesting them and thus avoids being choked.
The behavior of the rarest first algorithm can be modified by three additional policies. First, if a peer has downloaded strictly less than 4 pieces, it chooses randomly the next piece to be requested. This is called the random first policy. Once it has downloaded at least 4 pieces, it switches to the rarest first algorithm. The aim of the random first policy is to permit a peer to download its first pieces faster than with the rarest first policy, as it is important to have some pieces to reciprocate for the choke algorithm. Indeed, a piece chosen at random is likely to be more replicated than the rarest pieces, thus its download time will be on average shorter.
Second, BitTorrent also applies a strict priority policy, which is at the block level. Pieces are further divided into fixed sized blocks which are the basic unit of transmission over the network. When at least one block of a piece has been requested, the other blocks of the same piece are requested with the highest priority. The aim of the strict priority policy is to complete the download of a piece as fast as possible. As only complete pieces can be sent, it is important to minimize the number of partially received pieces.
Finally, the last policy is the end game mode. This mode starts once a peer has requested all blocks, i.e., all blocks have either been already received or requested. While in this mode, the peer requests all blocks not yet received to all the peers in its peer set that have the corresponding blocks. Each time a block is received, it cancels the request for the received block to all the peers in its peer set that have the corresponding pending request. As a peer has a small buffer of pending requests, all blocks are effectively requested close to the end of the download. Therefore, the end game mode is used at the very end of the download, thus it has little impact on the overall performance.
The key advantages of using BT are highlighted as follows:
 BT allows parallel download of pieces from multiple peers.
 Integrity check is possible at the piece level itself.  Lesser resources are required to set up a BT tracker as compared to setting up a FTP server.
 With the entire load of distribution carried out the peers, the cost of distribution is significantly reduced.
BITTORRENT LIMITATIONS FOR VIDEO STREAMING
In this section, we identify the limitations of original BT strategy in providing Video Streaming. Although the default piece selection mechanism of BT is very efficient in minimizing the probability for rare pieces to become extinct and in providing peers with rare pieces which they can use in the Tit-for-Tat mechanism (in order to download pieces from other peers), it fails miserably in case of time sensitive traffic. The reason is that with time sensitive data each piece must be received within a certain time limit. This factor is not taken into consideration in the original piece selection mechanism of BT and thus it cannot provide time sensitive distribution services, since pieces are requested based on their rareness and not by their deadline. Consequently, the current piece selection mechanism needs modifications in order to support a time-sensitive service such as VoD.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we review the various approaches that use BitTorrent for Video Streaming. We discuss their benefits and possible improvements.
BitTorrent Assisted Streaming System
BitTorrent Assisted Streaming System (BASS), as the name suggests uses the assistance of BT for streaming, i.e. there is still an external server which stores all of the publisher's videos and guarantees that the users can playback the video at the playback rate without any quality degradation [5] .
The only modification to BitTorrent being that it should not download any data prior to current playback point. It is allowed to use rarest piece first (subject to previous condition) and tit-for-tat policies. From the media server, BASS downloads pieces in-order, skipping over pieces that have already been downloaded by BitTorrent, or are currently in the process of being downloaded and are expected to finish before their playback deadline arrives. KBps, achieving a savings of 34%. At the beginning of the simulation, during the heaviest client arrival rate, BASS performance is similar to the server-only case. However, once the arrival rate has subsided, BASS scales linearly with the number of users in the system. BASS also performed additional tests which show that the waiting time for the arrival of pieces is reduced as compared to pure server-based VoD.
Suggested improvements
However the work does not discuss how to prioritize download of pieces based on their playback deadline and their rareness. Pieces are downloaded from the BT peers taking their rareness into consideration and not their playback deadline. In the presence of an external streaming server there is no danger of rare pieces becoming extinct. So we could modify the BASS piece selection scheme by giving lesser priority of rare pieces and download pieces which are required soon for playback from the BT peers if they are able to provide the piece on time. By using this modified piece selection strategy we won't be wasting our download capacity downloading pieces which won't be needed anytime soon. Additionally we will reduce the load on the streaming server further since most of the pieces required for playback have already been downloaded from the BT peers. Assigning a higher priority to the pieces needed soon for playback will help in further reducing the waiting time for playback.
BiToS (BitTorrent Streaming)
BiToS provides VoD service by making modifications to the piece selection strategy of BitTorrent [6] . BiToS approach divides the pieces in the video file into three sets:  Received Pieces: Contains all the downloaded pieces of the video stream that the peer has ever downloaded. 
Fig. 3 BiToS approach for supporting Streaming
BiToS strikes a balance in downloading pieces from the High Priority set and Remaining Pieces Set. BiToS considers 3 parameters for determining the performance of the system viz.
i. size of high priority set, ii.
probability (p) i.e. balance with which pieces should be downloaded from the High priority set and the Remaining pieces set iii.
Continuity Index (C.I.) which is defined as the number of pieces that arrived before the playback deadline over the total number of pieces.
From Fig. 4 , based on the experiments performed on BiToS, they prove that the rarest first mechanism behaves better than the sequential mechanism. Systems performance measurement was done on using the above mentioned parameters. Fig. 4 Variation of CI w.r.t. High Priority set Size From Fig. 4 , based on the experiments performed on BiToS, they prove that the rarest first mechanism behaves better than the sequential mechanism. The reason is that the rarest first mechanism increases the diversity of the pieces inside the swarm by replicating first the rarest pieces.
Another interesting observation they made was, for small (< 5%) or large size (> 20%) of the High Priority Set the CI is decreased. The reason is that for small size (< 5%) of the High Priority Set, peers do not increase the diversity of the pieces because they tend to download the same pieces due to the small size of the set. This results in low use of parallelism in downloading, which stalls the downloading process and results in low CI. On the other hand when the size of the list is large (> 20%), the peer downloads pieces based on their rareness, without considering their deadline and thus the CI drops. The optimal size of the High Priority Set must capture the pieces that will be needed soon for the playback and at the same time is large enough for the rarest first piece selection mechanism to work properly. Also Rarest First with probability p = 0.8 performs better, for small reasonable sizes of the High Priority Set. The reason is that:
i. It acquires some rare pieces before they become extinct ii.
It increases the diversity of the exchanged pieces between peers. Thus the CI is improved. However, with larger sizes of the High Priority Set, the pieces inside the list are already far away from playback time and therefore retrieving pieces from outside the list (with 20% probability) degrades the overall performance of the system even more.
BiToS also adaptively tunes the parameter p depending on the performance. If the pieces in the high priority set start missing playback deadline due to insufficient bandwidth it increases p, whereas if peer observes a fall in its download speed due to it being choked by most of the peers, it decreases the value of p, so that it can require some rare pieces and hence get unchoked by its neighbors.
Suggested Improvements
Since BiToS is purely p2p, and pieces that miss their playback deadline are simply dropped this may lead to degradation in video playback quality. Also due to asymmetric nature of the internet connections and heterogeneity of the peers, the system cannot guarantee that pieces requested are always available for playback on time. BiToS measure their performance in terms of C.I., higher the C.I. lesser the pieces that miss their playback deadline.
We can improve the C.I. by introducing a streaming server in their design which has to guarantee a minimum throughput on a per user basis and will come into picture only when a piece required for playback is not available with any of the peers in the swarm or if the other peers are not able to provide a piece on time. This would also solve the issue of missing pieces due to peers leaving the swarm.
Tribler
Tribler have designed their p2p VoD system based on BitTorrent where they discourage free-riding using an algorithm called as Give-to-Get (G2G) [7] . They have also extended the piece selection strategy of BitTorrent so as to support VoD.
Instead of choosing peers on a tit-for-tat basis, in G2G, peer selection procedure consists of two steps. In the first step, the peer selects three of the best peers which have forwarded maximum number of pieces to other peers counting only the pieces they originally received from it. If two neighbours have an equal score, then the second step comes into picture where the total number of pieces they have forwarded to other peers is considered. G2G additionally unchokes up to two more peers if the upload bandwidth utilization is less than 90%.
Tribler does not gather the information about the pieces being forwarded from the peers sending the pieces, since peers can make false claims. It instead relies on the recipient of the chunks to provide this information. The peer's neighbours inform it of the pieces they are forwarding and of the recipients of those pieces. The peer then confirms with these recipients which pieces have they received from its neighbours. By use of G2G peers are thus encouraged to forward as much as they can to avoid being choked.
Tribler has also modified the piece selection strategy of BitTorrent and can be considered as an extension of piece selection strategy used by BiToS. Tribler divides the pieces to be downloaded into three categories:
i.
High Priority Set consisting of pieces required for next 10 seconds of playback ii.
Mid Priority Set consisting of pieces following high priority set and is approximately 4 times the size of high priority set iii.
Low Priority Set consisting of rest of the pieces following mid priority set
If the peer is currently playing the video then pieces are downloaded from high priority set in an in-order fashion, else in the rarest first manner. The pieces from mid priority and low priority set are downloaded in rarest first manner needed to foster piece exchange amongst the peers. The inclusion of a mid priority set ensures that most of the pieces from the high priority set have already been downloaded and hence less number of pieces will be downloaded in an inorder fashion. Also by using a mid priority set, they do not expend their download bandwidth downloading rare pieces which are not needed soon for playback.
Unlike BASS and BiToS, Tribler also takes into consideration from whom to request pieces. For this purpose it keeps a track of the response time of the peers and prefers the peer with least response time.
Tribler measures its performance in terms of two metrics piece loss i.e. number of pieces which missed their playback deadline and the initial playback delay. The peer does not start initial playback until all the pieces corresponding to initial 10 seconds have arrived to prevent immediate rebuffering.
They performed simulations using both BiToS and G2G strategy that with an increasing rate of arrival of peers and observed that initial piece loss is high for both since there is more competition for pieces to be downloaded amongst the peers. Also the initial pre-buffering time is more for BiToS since the high priority set is larger than Tribler (approximately 24 seconds). Moreover pieces in the high priority set are downloaded using rarest first policy in BiToS so it takes longer to obtain the initial 10 seconds of the video. They also observed that increasing the number of free-riders degrades performance for both Tribler and BiToS.
Suggested Improvements
Tribler being purely p2p like BiToS experiences piece loss and performance degrades if free-riding increases. can improve performance by supporting the system with a streaming server which comes into picture when peers experience piece loss due to unavailability of pieces in the swarm or due to free-riding.
OUR PROPOSED SOLUTION
In this section we discuss the various factors that may be considered to improve the performance of BitTorrent like VoD system and also suggest our own solution after studying the benefits and limitations of the above three approaches.
The various factors which must be considered are: 1.
Initial playback delay 2.
Upload bandwidth utilization of the peers. 3.
Number of pieces that miss the playback deadline Our solution proposes brining a streaming server into picture which guarantees minimum throughput on a per client basis and utilize the upload bandwidth of the clients as well. Due to unpredictable nature of peers we cannot simply rely on their upload bandwidth if consistent high quality video playback is to be achieved. However bringing a streaming server in the design reduces the pieces missing their playback deadline and also ensures pieces are always available.
Also by categorizing pieces into three different categories like Tribler we can give a high priority to pieces immediately required for playback and at the same time acquire rare pieces needed for fostering exchange of pieces with other peers.
Substituting the default tit-for-tat policy of BT with the G2G strategy we can ensure that pieces are distributed as fast as possible in the swarm.
Other factors which we must consider are the piece size and the peer selection while downloading pieces. Having a smaller piece size increases the number of pieces that can be exchanged and also smaller pieces can be downloaded faster and provided to other peers. However if the piece size is excessively small then it simply increases network overhead and hence degrades performance. The peer must be able to decide from which peer piece is to be requested in case there are multiple peers providing the same piece. Choosing peers that provide pieces faster ensures lesser pieces miss their playback deadline.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have seen after studying various approaches that by striking the right balance in downloading the rare pieces and pieces required soon for playback, it is possible to support Video streaming using BitTorrent. The apparent advantages of using BitTorrent strategy are: i.
It can significantly reduce the distribution cost of video as compared to server-oriented architectures, ii.
BitTorrent unlike other p2p architectures ensures that only deserving peers who provide a good upload get a good download rate, iii. It also takes into consideration that peers who have a low bandwidth or have newly joined the swarm also get a chance to download via the mechanism of optimistic unchoking. Based on our preliminary study we propose that by using a hybrid approach which combines utilizing the upload capacity of the peers and an external streaming server can improve performance. Our future work consists of incorporating the BitTorrent strategy into our server-based streaming system, where pieces will be provided by the server if peers are not able to provide the piece on time. We will be modifying our own file-sharing BitTorrent client which into a streaming clients.
